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Handling Federal Estate and Gift Taxes
This treatise contains a comprehensive discussion of the estate and gift tax
provisions of the IRC. Practical problems of estate and gift tax planning are
analyzed in depth. Gift tax deductions and credits against estate taxes are
examined in the work.

Federal Estate and Gift Taxes and Code and Regulations
Fundamentals of Federal Estate, Gift, and Generation-skipping
Taxes
Written by practitioners with more than 75 years of combined planning experience,
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Manning on Estate Planning has long been the planning tool of choice for seasoned
professionals who want sound advice on how to craft flexible, individualized estate
plans that help clients reach tax and non-tax goals.

Federal Estate and Gift Taxation : Volume 1
Federal Estate and Gift Taxation in a Nutshell
U.s. Master Estate and Gift Tax Guide 2017
The first and still the very best text on elder law, Tax, Estate & Financial Planning
for the Elderly covers every aspect of elder law practice. Topics covered include: •
Health (Medicare, Medicaid, advance health care directives, long-term care,
nursing homes) • Financial (income, estate and gift taxes, pensions, financial
planning, estate planning, property management) • Government Benefits (Social
Security, SSI, veterans' benefits) • Personal (housing, elder abuse, guardianship) •
Practical Advice for the Attorney (client relationships, ethical considerations) Rely
on expert legal analysis to explain all the significant issues and resolve the
intricate problems that arise in this evolving area of practice. Professional guidance
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from top experts Rebecca C. Morgan, past President of the National Academy of
Elder Law Attorneys, and David M. English, a leading estate planning authority,
helps you anticipate your clients' requirements and plan for their future. Every
chapter begins with common client questions, followed by comprehensive legal
analysis, including detailed planning notes, examples, and practical advice. This
volume analyzes all relevant case law and legislation and explains the numerous
and often complex administrative steps required to achieve the client's goals. The
volume is national in scope, and includes state-specific discussions of significant
deviations from the federal rules. Convenient cross-references to Tax, Estate &
Financial Planning for the Elderly: Forms & Practice, the companion forms set, lead
to sample forms and checklists for every practice need. Tax, Estate & Financial
Planning for the Elderly offers simple, direct guidance through the myriad
regulations, forms, and agencies encountered in an elder law practice. Expert
commentary offers easy-to-find, easy-to-understand answers to common elder law
questions, and practice notes highlight key practice tips.

The Logic of the Transfer Tax
The Philosophy of Taxation and Public Finance
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Federal estate & gift taxes explained
Interrelated Computations for Estate and Gift Taxes
Wealth Transfer Taxation; Constitutionality; The Federal Estate Tax, Gift Tax and
Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax Outlined; Unification of Transfer Taxes;
Gratuitous Transfers; Transfers During Life; Donative Intent; Consideration;
Property; Transfer; Inclusion in the Gross Estate; Alternative Valuation Date;
Liability for Tax; Incomplete Transfers; Transfers in Contemplation of Death;
Retained Interests or Powers; Revocable Transfers; Special Valuation Rules and
"Estate Freezes; " Jointly-Owned Property; Community Property; Property
Settlements; Life Insurance; Annuities; Employee Death Benefits; Powers of
Appointment; Inclusion; Valuation; Exemptions; Exclusions; Future Interests;
Deductions (Charitable, etc.); Marital Deduction; Split Gifts; Unified Credit;
International; Estate Planning; Reforms and Fundamental Alternatives.

Federal Estate and Gift Taxes; Code and Regulations, as of
August 15, 1970
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Federal Estate and Gift Taxes
A comprehensive and accessible account of the U.S. estate tax, examining its
history and evolution, structure and inner workings, and economic consequences.
Governments have been levying some form of inheritance tax since the ancient
Egyptians did so in the seventh century BC. In the United States, the federal
government experimented with various forms of inheritance taxes, settling on an
estate tax in 1916 and a gift tax in 1932. Despite this long history, there are few
empirical studies of the federal estate tax. This book offers the first comprehensive
look at U.S. estate and inheritance taxes, examining their history and evolution,
structure and inner workings, and economic consequences. Written by David
Joulfaian, a veteran economist at the U.S. Department of the Treasury, the book
provides accessible accounts of such topics as changes in tax laws, issues of
equity, the fiscal contribution of the estate tax, and its behavioral effects. Joulfaian
traces the evolution of U.S. inheritance taxes from 1797 to the present, noting that
the estate tax rate and base expanded through 1976, then began to decline. He
describes the tax itself, explaining that it currently applies to estates and gifts in
excess of $11.18 million, and outlines applicable deductions and credits. He
sketches a profile of taxpayers and their beneficiaries; surveys the revenues from
estate and gift taxes; and discusses the effect of estate taxation on labor
decisions, saving and wealth accumulation, charitable giving, life insurance
ownership, and other economic activities. Finally, he addresses criticisms of the
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estate tax and analyzes its shortcomings. Accompanying tables present a wealth of
data gathered by Joulfaian in his research and not available elsewhere.

Federal Estate and Gift Taxation
CCH's Federal Estate & Gift Taxes: Code and Regulations is an indispensable singlesource compilation of the estate and gift tax law. It provides the following:- Full
official text of the estate, gift, and generation-skipping transfer tax provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code and the corresponding Final, Temporary, and Proposed
Regulations. Also included are selected income tax Code sections and Regulations
that closely relate to estate and gift taxes, as well as selected procedural Code
sections and corresponding Regulations.

Handling Federal Estate and Gift Taxes
The major sources of federal tax revenue are individual income taxes, Social
Security and other payroll taxes, corporate income taxes, excise taxes, and estate
and gift taxes. This report describes the federal tax structure, provides some
statistics on the tax system as a whole, and presents analysis of selected tax
concepts. The federal income tax is levied on an individual's taxable income, which
is adjusted gross income (AGI) less deductions and exemptions. Tax rates, based
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on filing status (e.g., married filing jointly or single individual) determine the level
of tax liability. Tax rates in the United States are progressive, such that higher
levels of income are taxed at higher rates. Once tax liability is calculated, tax
credits can be used to reduce tax liability. Tax deductions and tax credits are tools
available to policymakers to increase or decrease the after-tax price of undertaking
specific activities. Individuals with high levels of exemptions, deductions, and
credits relative to income may be required to file under the alternative minimum
tax (AMT). Corporate taxable income is also subject to varying rates, where those
with higher levels of income pay higher levels of taxes. Social Security and
Medicare tax rates are, respectively, 12.4% and 2.9%. In 2014, Social Security
taxes are levied on the first $117,000 of wages. In 2015, the Social Security wage
base is inflation-adjusted to $118,500, reflecting increases in average wages in the
economy. Medicare taxes are assessed against all wage income. Federal excise
taxes are levied on specific goods, such as transportation fuels, alcohol, tobacco,
and telephones. In FY2013, individual income taxes accounted for 47% of total
federal revenue. Social Security taxes accounted for 34%. Corporate income taxes
accounted for 10% while excise taxes accounted for 3%. Estate and gift, customs,
and miscellaneous taxes accounted for the remaining 6% of total revenue. Over
time, the corporate income tax has become much less important as a revenue
source while Social Security taxes have provided a larger share of total revenues.
Analysis of tax statistics from the federal tax system as a whole leads to three
conclusions: (1) federal revenue as a percentage of GDP is in line with historical
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trends; (2) the U.S. fiscal position is in line with the fiscal position of other
industrialized nations (revenues and expenditures as a percentage of GDP are
relatively low); and (3) over the past decade, average tax rates have fallen for
individuals at all income levels, but have fallen more for lower-income individuals,
reducing their share of overall tax liabilities. The final sections of this report
analyze a number of tax concepts. Tax expenditures are revenue losses from
special tax deductions, credits, and other benefits. Capital gains warrant special
attention, as there is debate about their being taxed at a lower rate. Marriage tax
penalties and bonuses, while reduced following legislation enacted in 2001 and
2003, still pose an inequity in the tax system. Tax deferral, or the timing of taxes,
poses problems related to the timing of taxation, specifically with respect to capital
gains. Depreciation is important, as accelerated depreciation schemes or
expensing can influence firm behavior. Tax liability also depends on form of
business organization. Finally, the issue of whether taxes can influence firms'
competitiveness is reviewed.

Problems and Materials in Federal Estate and Gift Taxation,
with Supplemental Income Tax Materials Relevant to
Transactions Creating Estate and Gift Tax Consequences
Christopher Lott presents information on estate and gift tax as part of his FAQ on
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investment. The information was contributed by Rich Carreiro, Art Kamlet, John
Fisher, and Christopher Lott. In the United States, any taxpayer can gift up to
$10,000 to a single person in a tax year and there are no tax consequences. Gift
splitting means a husband and wife can elect to treat a gift given by one of them
as if half were given by each of them.

The Federal Estate Tax
Federal Estate and Gift Taxes Explained
Harris Handling Federal Estate & Gift Taxes
Federal Estate and Gift Taxes
The goal of this casebook is to present transfer taxation to law students in a clear,
logical, and engaging manner. Although tax is statutory, the primary theory
underlying this text is that case law makes tax law understandable to students.
The primary objective is to have students learn and, therefore, the book does not
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attempt to hide the ball, as the material itself is difficult enough. The taxes are
introduced in order of enactment - estate, gift, and GST - underscoring for students
how infirmities in one tax can lead to another tax and how understanding tax
history can aid in understanding tax. Each of the fifteen chapters begins with an
overview of the chapter's main points and materials, and concludes with study
problems for students to test their understanding. The core material is case law:
lightly-edited cases with extensive notes that are both explanatory and
exploratory. Case law, however, is not wholly sufficient. Therefore, this text also
incorporates Treasury and private practice perspectives to give a fuller view of tax
law today. For example, the book has several examples of trust provisions to
illustrate how lawyers translate statutory and regulatory commands into
documents for their clients. The casebook is accompanied by a Teacher's Manual.

Federal Estate & Gift Taxes
A Guide to Federal Estate and Gift Taxation
Federal Estate and Gift Taxes
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This Second Edition of Estate and Gift Taxation provides materials for a course on
the U.S. transfer tax system, as it exists following enactment of the American
Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012. Like other books in the Graduate Tax Series, this text
is intended to serve as a complement to the study of the Internal Revenue Code
and Regulations. Each of the 26 chapters contains an overview of the subject that
is structured around an assignment to these primary authorities. Critical passages
of important cases or rulings generally are limited to excerpts in the overview, and
edited opinions of seminal decisions appear on only a handful of occasions. Each
chapter closes with a series of complex, practice-oriented problems that require
students to spot and resolve issues in the context of realistic hypotheticals that
could be encountered in an estate planning practice. Although the text is designed
to provide an effective framework for LL.M. study, the text is accessible to J.D.
students in an upper-level course.

Prentice-Hall Inheritance Taxes: Federal estate & gift taxes
Federal Estate and Gift Taxation
Federal Estate and Gift Taxation
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CCH's U.S. Master Estate and Gift Tax Guide is a concise and reliable handbook for
both tax advisors and estate representatives involved in federal estate and gift tax
planning, return preparation and tax payment. This trusted reference provides
clear explanations of the laws relating to federal estate, gift and generationskipping transfer (GST) taxes to give readers the solid understanding they need to
apply today's complex wealth transfer tax rules.

Estate and Gift Taxation
Federal Estate and Gift Taxation
Although estate and gift taxes raise a small fraction of federal revenues, they have
become sources of increasing political controversy. This book is designed to inform
the current policy debate and build a conceptual basis for future scholarship. The
book contains eleven original studies of estate and gift taxes, along with
discussants' comments. The essays provide background and historical information;
analyze the optimal taxation of estates and gifts; examine the effects of the tax on
charitable contributions, saving behavior, the distribution and level of wealth, tax
avoidance and tax evasion; and explore the effects of alternatives to estate
taxation.
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Estate and Gift Tax
Wealth Transfer Taxation; Constitutionality; The Federal Estate Tax, Gift Tax and
Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax Outlined; Unification of Transfer Taxes;
Gratuitous Transfers; Transfers During Life; Donative Intent; Consideration;
Property; Transfer; Inclusion in the Gross Estate; Alternative Valuation Date;
Liability for Tax; Incomplete Transfers; Transfers in Contemplation of Death;
Retained Interests or Powers; Revocable Transfers; Special Valuation Rules and
"Estate Freezes; " Jointly-Owned Property; Community Property; Property
Settlements; Life Insurance; Annuities; Employee Death Benefits; Powers of
Appointment; Inclusion; Valuation; Exemptions; Exclusions; Future Interests;
Deductions (Charitable, etc.); Marital Deduction; Split Gifts; Unified Credit;
International; Estate Planning; Reforms and Fundamental Alternatives.

Federal Estate and Gift Taxation in a Nutshell
Federal Estate and Gift Taxation
Tax, Estate & Financial Planning for the Elderly
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Manning on Estate Planning
Rethinking Estate and Gift Taxation
Basis of Assets
Most public finance books are texts, which are aimed at undergraduate or graduate
students. They are overly technical in nature and appeal only to a narrow range of
bureaucrats and academics. Books on taxation are written for tax practitioners and
usually emphasize either what the law is or how to maneuver through the labyrinth
of tax law to minimize taxes for clients. Philosophy books on taxation or public
finance simply do not exist. The Philosophy of Taxation and Public Finance is
different. It is written in nontechnical language and is aimed to appeal to a wide
range of readers, including practitioners, academics and students in the fields of
taxation, public finance, economics, law, philosophy and political science as well as
general readers who are interested in learning why they are being taxed the way
they are. The author addresses the major issues and topics in taxation and public
finance and injects them with philosophical insights. He discusses questions such
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as: -What arguments have been used to justify taxation? -When is tax evasion
unethical? -Are some taxes better than others? -What are the proper functions of
government? -How much is enough? Is the ability to pay concept valid? -When can
punitive taxes be justified?

Federal Estate and Gift Taxes
Federal estate & gift taxes explained
Federal Estate & Gift Taxes
The Logic of the Transfer Taxes: A Guide to the Federal Taxation of Wealth
Transfers offers a broad survey of the federal transfer tax system. It thoroughly
covers all of the fundamental rules of the gift, estate and generation skipping
transfer taxes and provides numerous illustrative examples. It also offers a glimpse
of some popular tax planning techniques, including FLPs, GRATS and IDGT'S, and
the Special Valuation Rules of Chapter 14. It is appropriate for use as a coursebook
for a two or three credit JD or LLM course, or as a reference for newcomers to the
area.
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Overview of the Federal Tax System
CCH's Federal Estate & Gift Taxes: Code & Regulations (Including Related Income
Tax Provisions) (As of March 2020) is an indispensable single-source compilation of
the estate and gift tax law. It provides the following: -Full official text of the estate,
gift, and generation-skipping transfer tax provisions of the Internal Revenue Code
and the corresponding Final, Temporary, and Proposed Regulations. also included
are selected income tax Code sections and Regulations that closely relate to estate
and gift taxes, as well as selected procedural Code sections and corresponding
Regulations. -Unified transfer tax rates and the income tax rates applicable to
estates and trusts, presented in tabular Form for quick reference. This helpful
reference features a reader-friendly format, with an expanded 7-1/2 x 10 oversized
page and larger type fonts for enhanced readability.

Federal Estate and Gift Taxes - Code and Regulations
Federal Gift, Estate, and Generation-skipping Transfer Taxation
of Life Insurance
All Internal Revenue Code Sections related to estate, gift, and generation-skipping
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transfer tax plus accompanying regulations also includes related income tax code
sections and selected income tax regulations.
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